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Peer inside a modern racecar and you'll find all sorts of different rod ends and/or spherical bearings. Rod ends are critical components in any
racecar and they also prove be rather practical problem solvers in plenty of hot rod and custom car applications too. Rod ends and spherical
bearings can be used in any number of locations aside from common suspension and steering components (case-in point: shifter linkage, carb
linkage, mechanical brake linkage and so on). Most often though, the suspension and steering systems are where you'll find rod ends as well as
spherical bearings. Here, they're regularly charged with handling critical loads (for example, a rear suspension link). If a rod end in such a location breaks, then the car gets out of control. It's that simple.
At first glance, all rods ends look alike. And that's not good news. Until you dig a wee bit, you can easily pick up a cheap knockoff built in an offshore sweat shop instead of a high quality aircraft spec job built in America. The reality is, that cheap off-shore built rod end is most likely junk
and you shouldn't put your neck on the line using one.
Knowledge is the key. Basically, a rod end consists of a spherical ball, which is engineered to rotate inside a housing. This ball is the bearing
and the housing it's contained in is the race. Each side of the spherical ball is machined flat. The modified "sphere" has a hole bored through
the center.

MONEY TALKS...

When purchasing rod ends for your project, you'll regularly find "economy" or "commercial" configurations. While there are plenty of various
economy rod ends on the market (that's where most of the off-shore imports live and play), the only type you should even begin to think about
for a high performance application are two-piece, fully swaged models. In the two-piece configurations, the body is formed (or "swaged") around
the ball so that the race the ball rides on is actually part of the body. When considering inexpensive rod ends, this is the only less costly style
that offers reasonable pull strength (radial strength) along with adequate axial strength. In case you're wondering, axial strength is the resistance of the ball being forced out of the side of the body.

This is a three-piece ("aircraft") rod end. With this
configuration, the race is formed around the ball,
and then the race insert is staked into the body.
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But we're certainly not done: When it comes to rod ends, you definitely get what you pay
for. Better quality rod ends are most often based upon a precision three-piece configuration. This three-piece design is regularly referred to as an "aircraft" rod end. Here the race
is formed around the ball. Next the race insert is staked into the rod end body. How important is this? Very. With this layout, the result is a much closer component fit (there's
much more precision between the ball and the race). The three-piece design allows specific materials to be included while the rod end is manufactured. As a result, the manufacturer can now build a given rod end to match a given application. Additionally, the rod end
race can be manufactured from mild, alloy or stainless steel, with bodies manufactured
from mild, alloy or stainless steels, aluminum or even titanium. You might find rod ends
with races built from brass or aluminum bronze, but due to their low strength, it's a good
idea to avoid them at all costs.

Because of the three-piece configuration, various materials can be
used in the construction of the rod end. This process allows the
rod end to best match the application (which often boils down to
strength versus load).

LUBRICATION MAKES A DIFFERENCE...

The Teflon liner option is something you'll soon discover when researching rod ends or spherical bearings. It's important because the liner allows the rod end to be self-lubricating. Just how critical is this? Give this some consideration: In almost any motor vehicle (car, truck, bike, airplane, boat) there are plenty of places where you simply cannot lubricate a rod end or places where you just don't want to. Yes, there are certain
rod ends out there that are built with integral grease fittings, but you have to keep in mind that grease fittings will physically weaken the rod end
(in essence adding a grease fitting mandates drilling a hole right through a critical part of the rod end - and as you can well imagine, that's not
good). One more concern is the problem of dirt being attracted to the grease. Grit eventually finds its way in between the ball and the race and
then wear escalates - sometimes rapidly.

The rod end shown here incorporates a composite Teflon liner. You can
purchase two or three piece rod ends with Teflon liners. The Teflon liner is
bonded to the race so that the ball actually rides on the liner. The movement of the ball rubs Teflon on the ball, which in turn provides the necessary lubrication.

The use of a Teflon (a trade name of DuPont) liner eliminates most, if not all of the
issues associated with grit and premature wear. Teflon liners are made up with a
carrier component, most often a fabric that provides compressive strength, a Teflon
component providing lubricity as well as a collection of bonding resins. The Teflon
liner and the race are bonded together. Because of this, the ball actually rides on
the liner. As the ball moves, Teflon is rubbed on it. That's where the lubrication
comes from. Two or three piece rod ends are commonly available with Teflon liners.
When talking Teflon, consider that if virgin Teflon was used, you'd find the material
proves to be relatively soft (approximately 10,000 pounds PSI compressive
strength). On the other hand, a high quality composite Teflon liner (where "components" are added to the Teflon mix in order to increase strength) will have a compressive strength of somewhere between 40,000 and 60,000 PSI. A rod end with a
quality Teflon liner will have a tighter fit. That's because a good Teflon liner eliminates clearance between the ball and race.

Of course, the simple addition of a Teflon liner to a rod end doesn't insure precision. It is certainly no guarantee of performance capability either.
A big consideration is the term "beating out". What's that? Sounds simple enough, but it's actually two separate maladies. The first one is the
deformation of low strength "self lubricating" liners. Many cheap economy rod ends are built with races constructed from molded plastic (and in
some cases, the plastic is mixed with a fiberglass filler). To provide some lubrication, a bit of Teflon might be added. Given the mix of ingredients, these easy-on-the-pocket rod ends typically have a compressive strength of no more than 15,000 PSI. Given the poor compression
strength, the race will deform long before the body sees any damage.

Another form of "beating out" failure involves the physical bond between the liner and the race. Since the liners are built with a self-lubricating
material, it's sometimes tough for inexperienced (or poorly equipped) rod end manufacturers to bond the liner to the race. If this bond isn't strong
enough, then the liner can become detached from the race. The problem is compounded if there is a mis-alignment of the rod end (more on
alignment later). Bits of the poorly bonded liner tend to disintegrate. When this happens, internal clearances increase, eventually becoming excessive. Aside from MIL Specs for Teflon-lined bearings, there are no standards set for liner bond strength.
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MATERIALS MATTER…

Teflon isn't the only material you have to concern yourself with. The base materials used in the construction of the rod end play very critical roles
too. Earlier, we mentioned some of the materials rod ends can be built with. The actual spheres or balls are most often subject to the highest
loads the rod end sees. Because of the high loading, the balls mandate the greatest hardness along with the greatest ultimate strength. Certain
commercial rod end balls can be manufactured from bronze or even sintered steel materials. For the most part these materials aren't the greatest when it comes to strength, however you might find some sintered steels are fully up to the task. Provided a proper heat treat, sintered steels
can be made to work in a light to medium duty rod end ball application. For the most part though, quality rod ends are manufactured with heattreated steel balls (including balls made from stainless, chrome moly and 52100 bearing steels). The actual balls must be extremely hard in
order to remain round (these balls are often chrome plated to provide a smooth bearing surface). The hardness of the ball coupled with the capability to remain round is absolutely critical in use.
What do you look for in a race? It too must be hard, but not to the level of the ball. The majority of three-piece rod ends incorporate a race manufactured from through-hardened steel alloy or from a stainless steel that can be hardened. In either case, the outer races are heat treated for
both strength and wear resistance.

The bodies of economy or commercial rod ends regularly have bodies manufactured from low carbon mild steels. It is not possible to throughharden this material. Although a less costly material such as low carbon steel might work in a lightly loaded application, you'll find that a rod end
body built from chrome moly steel or heat treated stainless steel is much more satisfactory for severe duty applications. There's something else
to ponder too: When a rod end is built with a chrome moly or stainless body, then the size of the rod end can actually be reduced. The reason is
(obviously) due to the fact the material it's made out of is significantly stronger. Some rod end bodies are also manufactured from 7075-T6 aluminum. If you do a bit of homework on materials, you'll find that 7075-T6 aluminum proves to be one of the strongest grades of aluminum available. It actually has a tensile strength slightly greater than mild steel. The truth is, if you compare the strength of two similar rod ends - one
manufactured from 7075-T6 and the other from mild steel, you'll find they're similar. The trouble is, aluminum won't stretch or bend as much as
mild steel before it breaks or bends. Factor a good quality heat-treated chrome moly or stainless rod end into the comparison and you'll soon
see that the expensive rod ends are almost twice as strong as the aluminum counterparts. It's very difficult to beat a high quality heat-treated
steel body rod end when it comes to ultimate material strength.

MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS…

Dimensionally, a manufacturer can build a specific rod end two different ways. In one, the shank (the
threaded part) is built with a diameter that matches the hole in the sphere. As an example, a rod end
with a 5/8-inch bore will have a shank with 5/8-inch threads. The other format has a shank diameter
one [fractional] size larger than the bore. In this case, an example might be a rod end with a 5/8-inch
bore coupled to a 3/4-inch shank. The big shank, small-bore rod end is stronger in applications
where bending loads are (or could be) present. A good example is a trailing arm arrangement used
on a racecar four link. Here, we have tubular bars acting as levers, transmitting considerable forces,
and in turn often accepting equally considerable forces. In this type of application, a larger shank rod
end design provides more strength along with a sizable amount of reserve strength capacity. Keep in
mind, however, that some smaller size push-pull rod applications mandate the use of female, not
male rod ends.
A rod end with an oversize shank is generally made by installing an insert one size smaller in the
body of the part with the larger shank. In some extreme race car applications (drag race 4-link specials), the body is actually two sizes smaller than the shank. Because of this, (again using the big rod
ends used for suspension pieces as examples) a 5/8-inch X 3/4-inch rod end exhibits higher load capability than a similar 3/4-inch X 3/4-inch rod end. Of course the caveat would be that each of these
rod ends are manufactured from similar materials. The reason for this is because the 5/8-inch X ¾inch rod end has more body material around the insert. Another bonus is the fact asymmetrical rod
ends such as this provide superior wrench access in many applications. The reason for this is simple: It's due to the fact the fastener that passes through the ball bore is smaller.

The rod end on the left is a standard configuration
model, while the rod end on the right is a heavyduty model. The special HD model has a 1/2-inch
bore while the standard version has a 3/4-inch
bore. More in the text.

There is one exception to the above though: Some companies offer a rod end where a larger
shank is added to a smaller body. Although on the surface this practice seems to serve the same
purpose as the oversize shank rod end, it definitely provides less meat around the rod end ball, and
that's something to ponder.

This a close up look at a heavy-duty rod end. The oversize rod end is generally made by installing an insert one
size smaller in the body of the part with the larger shank.
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MISALIGNMENT PROPERTIES...

You'll often hear the term "misalignment" when folks discuss rod ends. What's that? Recall when the
basics of rod end design (a modified ball or "sphere" inside a race) were detailed? In order to mount
the rod end to something, then a fastener of some sort (most often it's a bolt) passes through a hole
bored in the center of the sphere. With the bolt in place, then there's no way the sphere can rotate a
full 360 degrees. Because of this, all rod ends have specific limitations regarding how far they can
be misaligned before the sphere binds in the housing. The angle of misalignment is very important
when choosing rod ends for specific applications. Not all rod ends can accept the same degree of
misalignment. Most manufacturers publish a maximum recommended angle for a given rod end
(specs are usually in the manufacturer's catalog).
If you exceed it, you'll get anything from premature rod end wear to outright rod end failure.

Examine the rod end in this photo closely. See how
the ball isn't centered? This is essentially the
"misalignment" that the rod end design can handle.

So far so good, but how do you determine what the angle of misalignment really is? It's not rocket science:
Simply use a conventional protractor to check the geometry. Compare the measured angles you get with a protractor to the manufacturer's specifications. By the way, buying a bigger rod end to make up for misalignment
won't help. Fixing the misalignment or using high misalignment rod ends is the answer (the accompanying
photos show some high misalignment rod end options).

APPROPRIATE ORIENTATION…

Misalignment is the degree of angular movement
that a ball or sphere can accommodate without
interference. This is a special "high misalignment"
bearing (note the larger shoulder).

When a pair of rod ends is used in a single component (an example is a single four link bar), the orientation of the rod ends on either end is
rather important. This is most often referred to as "clocking". But before examining clocking, we should point out that even very small adjustments in any suspension link that sees pre-load could make a large difference in the way the car handles. In some cars, one-sixth of a turn at a
time is sufficient to see a change in the behavior of the chassis. Because of this, it's a good idea to use the "flats" (flat sides) of the jam nuts as
a reference point for adjustment.

This is how the small adjustment process works: One side of something like a suspension link is equipped with right hand threads while the
other end of the link is fitted with left hand threads. If the jam nuts are loosened, then can lengthen or shorten the entire link, often by simply
turning it. Essentially, this works like a factory tie rod adjustment.

So far so good, but where does the "clocking" come into play? Simple. When the rod ends are properly "clocked", that means they're physically
aligned. This prevents binding of the suspension, and makes it easy to determine if the link is under tension by "feel". If you grasp the link by
hand, and rotate it back and forth, you can tell if the link is "neutral" or under strain.

LIFE CYCLES…

Hands up! Have you ever attended a big swap meet? Odds are pretty good you'll eventually come across a box or two of "lightly used" rod
ends. And the price will be right. Bargain! Maybe not. You see, just like any other piece of hardware, a rod end actually has a finite mechanical
life. There is no way of knowing if a used or surplus rod end has reached the end of its life cycle. Another important consideration is that there is
no safe way to repair or "tighten" a worn bearing. You simply cannot peen them to make them "tight". Additionally, any rod end that demonstrates any amount of stretching in the threads or in the head should be discarded. The same applies to any rod end bearing that has been
dented in the race area or is bent. Rod ends such as these have definitely met their end.
Honestly, we're back to square one: At first glance it's nearly impossible to tell a junk rod end from a high quality piece. The only thing you can
do is to examine each rod end in the same manner, as you'd look at any precision piece of hardware. Examine the machining. Examine the
race. Examine the ball (sphere). In each instance, they should prove well machined and smooth. If the rod end is a non-Teflon configuration,
does the ball fit inside the body precisely? Rotate the ball. Is there any
bind or is it so loose that it rattles? Examine Teflon liners carefully. Look
for areas where the liner is loose (the liner should be one continuous
tightly bonded piece). Examine the threads. They should be high quality,
rolled threads, just like a good bolt or capscrew. The quality of the rod
end is right there in front of you. Use it to help you decide what's hot and
what's not.

Spherical bearings are actually close relatives of rod ends. They have countless uses in
cars. They're often used on custom suspension components - particularly when composite
materials are used for construction. Spherical bearings are available in a wide array of bore
sizes, usually ranging from 0.1900 to 1.00-inch. In the case of quality components, they're
manufactured under the same quality as military approved bearings.

In the end, we're sure you'll discover (hopefully sooner than later) that
good quality rod ends cost good money. Quality rod ends are those that
are designed and built by way of proper engineering and then backed by
rigorous research, development and testing programs. Remember you're
buying a precision mechanical component, and it happens to be a piece
you have to put your trust and safety into. These are definitely critical
components.
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